Abstract-In the recent decade, technology has become a major intermediate and all businesses prefer to give their users the convenient way of carrying out their intended transactions. In the latest trend the companies give mobile applications to execute their business’s services. [1]Davis (1989) TAM model has been used as a base model with many of the researches, to analyze the user intention of choosing the mobile applications of such businesses. I am motivated to check the relevance for the use of mobile applications to book the movie tickets online related to the previous studies carried out in other sectors. Responses from 300 users across India have been analyzed using the Structural equation modeling (SEM) methodology. Attitude represents greater influence over the other factors of TAM with regards to this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the smart phones era, it is very evident that it influences user’s decision on choosing their necessities as well as luxuries. There has been many data relevant to the number of smart phone users get increased day by day and it currently crosses over 300 million users [2](yourstory, 2017) upon the population of India. The company or the sector which delivers their core values by technology or as technology presumes those population as their primary target of the consumers and they rely upon many studies to analyze their behavior intention of how the users see themselves into their system when it comes to adopt the technology.

Now in the recent years, the concept of making or expecting the consumer group to use the computers to get their needs done has been diminishing and every companies has started to make use of the resources in which their consumers groups share their time in more and obvious the answer would be smart phones in this decade for which resources people spend their most of the time with. So companies have started make use of this by reducing the distance between the consumer groups and the technology adaptation.

There are applications for starting from how to cook foods to how to travel online. Now companies use applications on smart phones as a gateway to get into their target consumers.

Online movie tickets booking applications (Bookmyshow, Ticketnew, Justickets, Paytm, etc...) provide or act as a bridge between the users and movie theatres. Before if the users wanted to watch a movie, they would have to go the theatre manually to buy tickets and that evolved into reserving their tickets manually in the cinema hall prior to their show but all it involves the users time and presence to be involved for booking the movie tickets, the concept of this movie tickets booking applications on smart phones reduce the users effort and make the whole process of booking convenient for them by letting them choose seats of their interest and makes them to pay the amount through the online gateway.

The innovation each apps carry differs and also the benefits, efforts and risks the users are incorporated into varies, The analysis of why any user is intended to any such apps and what causes them to use it, [3] Davis (1989) had projected TAM to analyze the user’s approval of a technology and he found that perceived usefulness in turn is influenced by perceived ease of use and they influence attitude and followed by behavioral intention to the actual use.

There are previous researches made for what intention drives the users to use or to accept the adoption in airline ticket bookings, e-banking apps and online hotel bookings. This makes me to motivate to check the relevance with regard to the user intention towards the use of movie ticket bookings and whether the same factors have an influence or there is any difference in the way the users or the consumers who use their smart phones to book movie tickets feel.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 TAM: Technology Acceptance Model

The Technology acceptance model has the factors that measure the actual use or acceptance of any technology[3](Davis, 1989) (Fig.1). In general, Perceived ease of use and usefulness directs the users followed by the attitude and behavioral intention towards the actual use. The Technology acceptance model is used to analyze or measure the acceptance whenever the users or the people of any group are subjected to go with the technology under different situations. TAM model has been previously used to determine the adoption of internet based data by the doctors[4](Ajuwon and Popoola, 2015) and to analyze what drives the users to purchase the travel packages online rather than manual[5](Amora and Duarte, 2015) and what makes the users to book flight tickets online on mobile devices[6](NorazahMohdSuki and NorbayahMohdSuki, 2017). Now, in this paper, TAM helps to determine what makes the highest impact of booking movie tickets online for the users using their mobile phones.

2.2 Perceived ease of use and Perceived usefulness

Perceived usefulness is the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance[3](Davis, 1989). Perceived usefulness is the primary and important factor among the others in TAM model (Fig.1) since it affects the behavioral intention to use towards the actual use. Perceived ease of use is the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free from effort [3](Davis, 1989). Perceived ease of use has a direct impact on perceived usefulness since the belief the users carry before they enter into any system determines the usefulness factor the user perceives [3](Davis, 1989)and the users feel the system is more useful and efficient when it requires lesser effort [7](Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). [8](Kim et al, 2009) and[9]Norazah and Norbayah (2011) found that the behavioral intention to use has been driven by the impact created by the perceived usefulness. The Subsequent hypothesizes were formulated based on the literature:

H1: Perceived usefulness impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

H2: Perceived ease of use impacts the perceived usefulness towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

H3: Perceived ease of use impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.3 Social Image

Social image is a value that each person carries and holds by the interaction with others or with the group of people [10](Goffman, 1967). Social image is important and has a greater influence towards the use because at many cases users tend to get suggestions from the group of people where they belong and where they want to be in before the actual use. This social image is coordinated with values of user's honor, status, reputation, connection that lead to determine the actual use [11](Baet et al., 2003). [12]Lin and Bhattacherjee (2010) described social image as the “extent to which users may derive respect and admiration from peers in their social network as a result of their IT usage.” The people the user surrounded by has a greater influence to accept or reject any particular system [10](White et al., 2004). [13]López-Nicolás, MolinaCastillo, &Bouwman (2008) has come up with social image can be able to influence the ease of use of advanced mobile services. The Subsequent hypothesizes were formulated based on the literature:
H4: Social image impacts the perceived ease of use of the movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

H5: Social image impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.4 Perceived Trust

Perceived trust is the perception of reliability and confidence people hold towards the credentials they share. The belief the user has on his shared credentials when he comes to interact with the online system[14](Corritore et al., 2003, p. 740). Trust shares the major space in influencing the customers to shop online and the user’s final use will get easily affected when there is uncertainty and low trust factors during their decision making stage[15](McKnight et al., 2002). [16]Wen (2010) has found that the perceived trust has an impact towards the intention to purchase online and the future use of any such online shopping sites has been highly influenced by the trust[17](Wang and Emurian, 2005). In this paper, the relationship between the trust and the actual user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking applications on mobile devices is carried out. The Subsequent hypothesis was formulated based on the literature:

H6: Perceived trust impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.5 Perceived Risk

Uncertainty and the possible negative outcome are the two major factors related to the risk involved with transactions the users carry [18](Bauer, 1960). Also, [19] Gerrard and Cunningham (2003) approached the same concept as “the uncertainty about what the innovation gives” (p. 19); Few other studies also exist that the perceived risk influences the attitude negatively (Zimmer et al., 2010) and so the actual purpose to adopt e-commerce [20](Crespo & del Bosque, 2010; [21] Herrero & San Martín, 2012). The Subsequent hypothesis was formulated based on the literature:

H7: Perceived risk doesn’t impact the attitude and so the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.6 Attitude

TAM model has shown that attitude is happened as a predetermining factor when it comes to develop behavior towards the actual use. [22] Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) defined attitude into three factors which are cognitive, affective or emotional and a co native or behavioral dimension. According to the previous researches made, attitude is expected to smooth the progress of transactions and trim down the barriers toward the acceptance of innovation [23](Lièbana-Cabanillas et al., 2014). The Subsequent hypothesis was formulated based on the literature:

H8: Attitude impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.7 Subjective Norm

Subjective norms are the perceptions the users get influenced by the surroundings they belong into. Those are their friends, family and community they are into. Subjective norms influence people to behave in any particular way their surroundings do [24](Ajzen, 1991). Their surroundings are their referents and these referents are very influential on people to act in any particular way and they have an impact on their behavioral intentions to use [25](Liao et al., 2007). Previous findings determined by [26] Mouakket and Al-Hawari (2012) denote the subjective norm impacts on e-loyalty intention towards online reservations. [8] Kim et al. (2009) comes up with the finding of subjective norm is efficient in reusing the ecommerce website of airline B2C in South Korea. The Subsequent hypothesis was formulated based on the literature:

H9: Subjective norm impacts the user’s intention towards the use of movie tickets booking apps on smart phones

2.8 Intention to use

An user’s intention to take part in any innovation is determined when the individual is actually carried or not carried out the specific innovation ([24] Ajzen, 1991; [27] Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Further, it is an “indication of how hard people are planning to try and how much effort they are planning to exert in order to perform the behavior” ([24] Ajzen, 1991, p. 181). Individuals carry out searches which give them the best value ([26] Mouakket and Al-Hawari, 2012) on individual’s perception towards the booking of airline seats.
III. METHODOLOGY

The conceptual model (Fig.2) was adopted from the models proposed by [3]Munoz Leiva, F., Climent, S., Liebana (2017) and [6]Norbayah (2017) to check the relevance of factors whether in the same way or in another way get impacted with regards to the movie ticket bookings.

3.1 Questionnaire development

7 questions on Perceived usefulness, 5 questions on Perceived ease of use, 3 questions on social image, 3 questions on Subjective norm, 4 questions on Perceived trust, 3 questions on Perceived risk, 1 question on attitude and 2 questions on Intention to use were asked by framing out the questions which are taken from [3]Munoz; Climent, and Liebana (2017), [28]Venkatesh and Bala (2008), [7]Venkatesh and Davis (2000), [29]Wu and Chen (2005), [30]Cheng et al. (2006), [31]Lai and Li (2005), [32]Chau and Hu (2002), [33]Corbitt et al. (2003), [34]Kim et al. (2011) and [35]Veera (2015). Questionnaire was floated over 350 participants across the country and the results were noted down for the further calculations to happen.

3.2 Methodology

Structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to interpret the responses collected from the questionnaire. Analysis has been carried out by using the software named smartpls v2.0.
IV. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The following values were obtained by running the pls algorithm on smartpls (Fig.3)...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Factor loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social image</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social image</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived trust</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norm</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results from the PLS Algorithm

Fig.3 PLS Algorithm

Fig 4. When it comes to movie ticket bookings on smart phones, perceived usefulness (H1) (1.901) has a minimal influence towards the use of movie tickets booking apps, the value is little lesser than the standard deviation (1.96) which says the users get little influenced by the usefulness they perceive about such apps to the final intention of using it.

And the perceived ease of use (H2) (7.939) the users feel highly influences their perceived usefulness of such apps on smart phones which says their perceived ease of use factors is what makes them to think about the usefulness they get. The value we get says the usefulness of such apps get impacted by the ease of use factor it has.

Perceived ease of use (H3) (0.709) alone doesn’t influence much towards the intention of the users to use movie tickets booking applications on smart phones. Social image (H4) (0.546) as well doesn’t influence much on perceived ease of use when it comes to movie tickets booking apps. Social image (H5) (0.530) doesn’t influence much on the user intention towards the use of movie ticket booking apps on smart phones. Perceived trust (H6) (1.579) has a minimal influence towards the use of movie tickets booking apps, the value is little lesser than the standard deviation (1.96) which says the users get little influenced by the trust they perceive to decide the final intention of using it.

Perceived risk (H7) (1.345) has a negative influence towards the attitude (negative significance of -0.149) and so the use of movie tickets booking apps which says the users don’t get influenced to use any such apps on their smart phone when the perceived risks are exist.
Attitude (H8) (3.936) has a positive influence towards the intention of using movie tickets booking apps on smart phones. Attitude shares the positive significance of 0.366 towards the users intention to use of such movie tickets booking apps on their smart phones which says the attitude the users carry towards such apps impact them towards the intention of using such apps on their smart phones.

Subjective norm (H9) (0.399) doesn’t influence much on the user intention towards the use of movie ticket booking apps on smart phones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis Testing</th>
<th>T-Test Value</th>
<th>Factor Loadings</th>
<th>True/False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>1.901</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>7.939</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>1.579</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8</td>
<td>3.936</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: T-Test to find the significance

Any value >= 1.96 (Standard deviation) is significant.

The results obtained from the study clearly shows that perceived usefulness and perceived risk have a minimal impact over the user intention towards the use of movie tickets booking applications on mobile devices. It also shows the attitude towards the actual intention of using such apps on smart phones gets affected when the perceived risk exists. From the study we made, Attitude has a higher impact over other factors to influence the intention of using movie tickets booking apps on smart phones. The movie tickets booking apps companies can analyze and make use of the user’s interest to be sustained and to be remained innovative in the rapid competitive environment. This following study can be taken over for the increased sample size, particular involvement of specific age groups and different geographical locations for the future works to check whether the impacting factor(s) would get changed if the determinants varied.

V. CONCLUSION
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